Peecham in Jail for Conspiry

First Arrest for Fraud in Connection With Cotton Statistics.

Was Partner of Holmes.

A former resident of Sarnia, was arrested Friday night in connection with a large scheme of cotton speculation. The man is known as a member of the firm of Holmes & Peecham, and a former resident of Sarnia, has been involved in a number of different schemes of speculation.

DISAGREES WITH PRESIDENT ON CHINESE EXCLUSION.

Imaginary Commitment Opposes Changing Rules to Admit Chinese Classes With Ease.

The Chinese Exclusion bill was introduced in the Senate by Senator O'Connell of Massachusetts. The bill provides for the exclusion of Chinese laborers from the United States, and the Chinese have long been opposed to it. The Chinese have been living in this country for many years, and have become an integral part of our society. The bill is an attempt to exclude them from our land, and the Chinese are determined to fight it.